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The following pages cover brieﬂy the process & decisions
behind making this game. I worked alongside one of the founders
of Insane AI, Jayesh Hannurkar, with constant back & forth feedback.

ABOUT

My responsibilities were:
WHAT THE GAME LOOKS LIKE
HOW IT PLAYS
WHAT DO PLAYERS GAIN FROM IT
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INSA NE A I

Insane AI is an Indian start-up company
that believes in making personalised home workouts absolutely fun.
Their products use computer vision to achieve this.

app.insane.ai

AT A G L AN C E

OVERVIEW

COM PA N Y
Insane AI
P LAT FO R M
Mobile (Android)
R E L E A SE DAT E
17 May 2021
TAS K
Game Design / UI Design
Progression (Levels/Characters)
Balancing
THEM E
Happy Fun
CHA L L E N GE
Develop & Launch a game that demonstrates the company’s niche, Games + Fitness
Provide a tangible proof of a future vision of what to come, crucial to Investors and VCs.
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W H Y / W H AT / H OW

DESIGN

W HAT

WHY
The company deﬁned their niche and this product was
a proof of concept, whose launch would contribute in
helping investors’ funding.
It had to be at its simplest to be understood and
played by anyone.

The game is a mix of 2 most familiar genres
Endless Runner + Side scroller
Take players through a journey that felt as physically
demanding as the in-game avatar.
This was only a prologue that when expanded on
larger scales would be grand future projects.

*The name ‘Hero’ was too generic. So ‘Hiro’ was decided as a fun alternative wordplay.
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HOW
The player controls character through body
motion tracked using computer vision.
Imagine XBOX Kinect without Kinect
but with just a smartphone.

CONSTRAINTS

1 M O NTH TO S HI P
Done after
cutting certain features
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NO AS S E T C RE ATION

FLUTTER ENGINE

Third party assets were mixed and used
to design visuals

Tracking Algorithm was well integrated
but balancing game costed time due to
lack of tools, exposed parameters
for adjustment

2 M EC H A N IC S

GAMEPLAY
JU M P TO LE AP
To either jump over them to avoid oncoming enemies or
land on their head and kill them.
Risk - Player has to be careful not to spam this if 2 successive
enemies are close by & avoid being hit by ﬂying enemies.

INTRO
A side scrolling endless runner where the player controls
their character using poses in front of camera.
The longer the character travels, the more the score.
All while avoiding being hit by enemies.

S Q UAT TO ATTAC K
Performs an attack, melee or ranged depending on the character.
Risk - Player has to let enemy come close enough to perform the
move & time it right.

TRAVE L = S CORE = STARS = UNLOCK
Gain enough score to get stars that unlock levels & characters.
New characters are stronger and have new abilities.

Since these 2 poses are opposite extremes in pose tracking,
they provide immediate result in action with great accuracy.
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O N BOAR D IN G W ITHOU T LOSI N G MO ME N TU M

TUTORIAL

QTE T U TO R IAL
Akin to Prototype 2’s tutorial
1. Game pauses just before an action.
2. Prompt on screen informs what to press
and what will happen.
3. Once player performs the action, game resumes
and game character does the resulting action.
4. Game will introduce QTE for every new mechanic.
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I

II

A HERO ’S JO URNEY INTO T HE UNKNOWN & BAC K

PROGRESSION
MONOMYTH AS BASIS
This established the context (pre-deﬁned narrative).
Since the player physically performs actions, progress is directly
proportional to physical eﬀort. Later levels have more enemies and
need higher score to progress.
By the end the player needs to feel they’ve exerted themselves to
complete a quest and look back how far they’ve come.
Hence a full cycle of a journey to unknown and back to home felt
appropriate while oﬀering visual & enemy variety in small doses.
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N OTIC E & N AV IGATE

INTERFACE

ONE TO U C H TO D O A L L
Mobile games need minimum layers of CTA,
we had only 1 layer apart from the current screen.
Casting onto a TV was the way it is meant to be played.
We also made sure the HUD was readable even on
a phone screen 5 ft away.
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N OTIC E & P L AY

HUD

BE FORE

AFTER

A functional prototype was made

My intervention results in consistency across
UI / Design / Characters / Enemies across Levels

*The player box for tracking purpose seemed a liability since it could neither be removed nor looked consistent.
In the end, I decided to just embrace the 4th wall.
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P L AYA B L E C H A R AC TE R S / KI LLAB LE E N E MI E S

HIROS & VILLAINS

Characters range from the rusty ol knight to barbarians &
wizards, who are much stronger, but the enemies also get
stronger and more in number with each passing level.

Enemies are distributed across levels based on
relating appearance and fall into 4 categories,
A ER IA L
M I N ION
GRU N T
H EAV Y
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small & ﬂying
small & fast moving
player sized & average speed
large & slow moving

I N R E TROS P EC T

FINAL THOUGHTS

The game by no means is no prime candidate for massive success,
record breaking player base with high review scores.
It was never meant to be one. Which is why I don’t have any success metrics to measure by.
I aimed for the most close-ended cohesive design possible within given constraints.
OU TCOM E
I believe it played it’s contribution, whatever the scale,
as the start-up recently successfully raised close to $1million in funding.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/378615
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FIND THE GAME HERE
play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.yenruojsorih.hirosjourney

THANK YOU.
And the amazing talented people of Insane AI who wake up every day,
Dream about & Act upon changing the livelihood of many, doing their best.
.
.
Special thanks to Jayesh for constantly bringing me to common grounds,
kept me from drifting away into personal tastes and mentoring all revisions.
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